Bourgogne Gold Tour ranks in Top 10 best wine tourism
routes on TripAdvisor® and takes N°1 spot in Burgundy
Bourgogne Gold Tour, the luxury wine tour specialist based in Beaune and Dijon has
joined the Top 10 best French wine tourism routes on TripAdvisor® gaining a
remarkable first place in Burgundy and fourth place nationally. Rankings are calculated
using customer feedback collected from the site. With a community exceeding 350
million monthly unique visitors and with over 385 million views and opinions covering
more than 6.6 million accommodation providers, restaurants and attractions,
TripAdvisor® is the world’s largest travel website.

For Youri Lebault, 41, the founder of the agency, this latest acknowledgement courtesy of
TripAdvisor® represents "real recognition for our little agency by its customers. It’s also an
endorsement of the team’s efforts to promote Burgundy and the daily collaboration with
selected partners including exceptional estates and residences, luxury hotels, Michelin-starred
restaurants, etc. Having won the Prix de l’Oenotouriste (Prize for Wine Tourism) in 2014 and
been shortlisted by TripAdvisor® in 2015, this is essentially a sign that we are headed in the
right direction - we intend to continue sharing the best of Burgundy with an ever-growing
number of friends and fans of our wonderful region!"

Bourgogne Gold Tour: private wine tours / Fine gastronomy / VIP transport /
Private concierge service
Bourgogne Gold Tour, N°1 rated wine tourism agency on Trip Advisor, designs each of its
tours as a unique and exciting voyage. Serenity and pleasure are the key words for these
unforgettable moments offered in the vineyards of Burgundy, with a selection of six wine
tours for discovering Burgundy without organisational constraints. Hotel accommodation is at
the region's finest 4- and 5-star establishments. Accompanied by a guide from the Bourgogne
Gold Tour team, visitors will discover the multiple facets of the marvellous Burgundian
terroirs.
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